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Surprise in the Forest A Union division and a Confederate division approach each other cautiously through a
vast woodland. Each commander is performing a reconnaissance in force, probing the wilderness for signs of
the enemy. In addition to seeing off any enemy they encounter, they will be well served by occupying and
holding onto any tactically valuable positions in anticipation of a potential escalation in the fighting. We used
a few of the rules from the Glory, Hallelujah supplement, most notably the rules for light woods. These allow
formed infantry to move at half rate skirmishers at full speed and limit visibility to 12". It also provides cover
against all small arms fire. You can check out my review of it here. The scenario came from the book
Musketry Like Thunder: The book contains 11 generic scenarios IE not meant to represent a specific historical
battle intended for any rules that have the regiment as the basic unit. The scenario we played is called Surprise
in the Forest, however I altered the suggested forces somewhat to match what I have. The opposing forces
start basically in opposite corners, with a road running from one to the other. There is one objective in each
corner, which are worth victory points in addition to any points for breaking enemy units. The difficulty is that
the entire board is covered in light woods, except for a farm and the roads. This makes any movement off road
much slower, and makes the roads particularly crucial. The Forces The forces were pretty much even. Each
side had two infantry brigades of five regiments, with one on each side being elite. Each side also had one
cavalry brigade of two regiments. For all brigade officers and the division commanders, we randomly
generated officers by drawing from my Black Powder officer personality card decks. The results are shown
below. Bartlett, with a Staff Rating of 8 and high Aggression. His division consisted of: The Setup As you can
see below, the battlefield was square and entirely covered with light woods, except for the roads and the farm
in the Union corner. Each side had to keep one infantry brigade off the table, which could be ordered on
starting on turn two, arriving on the road. The confederates had the option of their brigade waiting until turn 3,
then arriving on the road on the far side of the hill, closer to the enemy, which is the option they chose. The
remaining forces were deployed within 24cm of the table edge, and only up to halfway along the edge so that
the forces began in opposite corners. The two objectives which were worth victory points to the army
controlling them were the hill in the Confederate corner, and the farm in the Union corner. The union start
with their cavalry brigade travelling along the road, with the Iron Brigade deployed in the woods on both sides
of the road. The Confederates started with the Texas Brigade in column on the road, with the Tennessee
cavalry off in the woods. With that, we got started, the Union having won a roll off going first. See the
pictures below to see how it all played out click an image for a larger version. Having to cut the game short,
combined with some atrocious command rolls and the difficult terrain slowing movement, meant that the
battle was really just starting to unfold by the time we had to call it quits. At the end, the cavalry regiments on
both sides were pretty much spent, as was the 1st Texas, but everything else was fresh and just about to get
into action. It would have been interesting to see how things would have unfolded from here. Well, maybe we
could start from this point next time and see what happens.
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In the afternoon, while I was going about my work in the forest, my team-mates and I caught sight of a scarab beetle
larva. The curious thing about this species is that it has a strange, tail-like form on its rear that acts as a defence
mechanism, alerting others to possible predators when the larva lifts it at a 90Â° angle.
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Check out Surprise in the Forest by John Paris on Amazon Music. Stream ad-free or purchase CD's and MP3s now on
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On a bike ride through the surrounding forests of Tallinn one might stumble upon a few surprises. This huge statue
depicts Kalevipoeg, son of Kalev, the mythical founder of Tallinn, a very important figure in Estonian mythology.
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The Forest Surprise (My First Graphic Novel) [Carla Mooney, Steve Harpster] on www.enganchecubano.com *FREE*
shipping on qualifying offers. Jake and his family are heading to the forest for the day.
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A cluster of ladybugs at Big Basin State Park. Photo credit,by Emily Burns. Hiking through the forest is often meditative
for me. The familiarity of the trees, the sound of the birds, and the smell of the plants allow my mind to wander and
ponder life.
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